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ABSTRACT

It is important to exactly detect the GCI (Glottal Closure Instant ) m the speech signal processing. A few methods 

to detect the GCI of voiced speech have been proposed, untill now. But these are difficult to detect the GCI for wide 

range of speakers and for various vowel signals. In this paper, we proposed a new method for GCI detection using 

the G peak. The speech waveforms are passed through the LPF of variable bandwidth. Then, the GCI's of voiced 

speech are detected by the G-peak based on the filtered signals. We compared the detected with the eye-checked 

GCI at the SNR of clean, 20dB, and OdB. We took mto account the range within 1ms between eye-checked and 

detected GCI. We obtained the result of the detection rate as 97.9% m the clean speech, 96.5% in 20dB SNR, and 

94.8% in OdB SNR, respectively.

요 약

음성신空의 처리에서 GCI를 정확하게 검출하는 것은 중요하다. 따라서 이에 대한 연구가 부분적으로 진행되어 왔다. 이 

비한 방법은 광범위한 화자와 다양한 단어에 대해 적합하지 못하기 때문에 우리는 G-peak를 사용하여 GCI를 검출하는 새 

루一운 기 F을 제안하였時. 우선 음성 신호 파형을 가변 저역 통과 여파기에 통과 시킨다. 여파된 신호를 사용하여 G-peak 를 

김출하卫 이를 기준으도 GCI를 검출하게 된다. 세안된 방법으로 검출한 GCI와 눈으로 찾은 GC1 의 차이가 1ms이내이면 고 

벼의 대상으로 삼았다. 세안된 방법은 검출율이 각각 OdB SNR하에서 94%, 20dB SNR하에서 96.5%, 무잡음에서 97.9%를 

나타내었다. 셜론석으로 제안된 방법은 잡음 환경하에서도 우수한 수행결과를 보였다.

I. Introckjction

It is important to exactly detect the GCKGlot 

~ 二 tai Closure Instant) in the speech signal proces
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plied to analyze the speech waveform to the pitch 

svnchronou아y, to recognize with removing th은 

personality of speakers, and to syEihesize with 

high quality because we know the phase infor

mation of vocal cord.

A few methods to detect the GCI of voiced 

speech have been proposed, until now. Some of 

them use almost prediction error for the GCI [3, 

8]. One locates the GCI using prediction error, 

but the presence of a pulse at the input of the vo

cal tract is not always predictable. Algorithms 

with more complete consideration based on this 

assumption fall under the heading of a니tocovari- 

ance matrix determinant evaluation[5]. This me

thod, however, does not work well for all 디。w이 sign

als ;indeed, some vowels cause great difficulty m 

determining GCI's. The problem is due to many 

significant residual pulses occuring around the 

GCI from both the input pulse 거nd the large pre

diction error. Otherwise, this method is adequate, 

but computationally expensive. An alternative me

thod uses the occurrence of discontinuities in 

derivatives of the glottal airflow[5]. This algor 

ithm works well for most clean vowel signals. 

However, for vowels which do not possess mani

fest discontinuities in the derivatives of glottal 

airflow, e.g., strong deceleration of the airflow of 

front and high vowels during the closing glottis, 

they fail. A drawback of this kind of method is 

the confusion the discontinuities introduce by the 

derivatives or by the noise excitation and con

taminant noise. Thus, the restrictions of clean 

data and of certain vowel signals are imposed on 

its application.

Hence, it is difficult to detect the GCI for wide 

range of speakers. Thus, in this paper, we pro

pose an algorithm to detect the GCI by using the 

G-peak based on the speech production model. In 

the following section, we will explain the speech 

production model and define the G-peak. In sec

tion IU, we will account for algorithm which pro

posed in this paper. Then in section N and V, we 

will present the experimental results and give the 

conclusion, respectively.

U . Speech production model

In the speech production model, the excitation 

source of unvoiced speech signal is the random 

noise generator as shown in Fig. 24. The un

voiced speech has no periodicity and appears 

higher average zero-crossing rate than the voiced 

signal, because it. has the first formant with wide 

bandwidth at near 3KHz. Generally, the exci

tation source of voiced speech is a glottal pulse 

tram that has quasi-periodic pulse and large am

plitude.

The voiced speech signals have periodicity ow

ing to vibrating of vocal tract. Due to the reson

ance of vocal tract, the voiced speech has form

ants with bandwidth. Therefore, the voiced wave

forms in a pitch period have damped-oscillation. 

In frequency domain, the spectrum of voiced spee

ch appears to be multiplied the harmonics of fun

damental frequency by formant envelope of vocal 

tract as shown m Fig. 2-2(b). Since the gain of 

the first formant (Fi)is generally higher lOdB 

than that of the remain formants, the resonance 

of the vocal tract can be approximated by envel

ope of only F].

The envelope of first formant in frequency do

main can be approached a cosine form as shown 

in Fig. 2-3. In time domain, the waveform may be 

obtained by inverse fourier transform (supposed 

that the phase is zero) as folio푸，s :

Fig. 2-1. The speech production model.ll]
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Fig. 2-2. The specturm of unvoiced and voiced speech.

(a) The spectum of unvoiced speech

(b) The spectum of voiced speech

Fig. 2-3. An envelope approximation of the first form

ant in frequency domain.⑸

h(t) = J A(/) ej2nft df

r Bt아2 膈 f . 77-
= cos(~—df 2cos[(2nFit)-—]

如2 2Bw 2

] 7t
--- ——2—77 cosCnBwt) cos(2nFiZ——). 

7t-4nBir r 2

(2-1)

The glottal pulse shape may be modeled 거s fol

lowing equation by Rosenberg[6]:

1 r, ,
—Ll-cos( —)] ,

g(n) r 兀(花—.
g COS〔 一一— - - ] , Ni^n<. M + N2

Z시 2

0 , otherwise. (2-2)

Thus, the speech signal, s(n), is roughly ap

proached with Eq. (2-1) and Eq. (2-2)in time do

main.

s(n) = h(、n) * g(n) (2 - 3)

Fig. 2-4 shows an example waveform of Eq. 

(2-1), Eq. (2-2), and Eq. (2-3), respectively. The 

first positive peak of the waveform in a pitch 

period of voiced signal is especially distinguished 

with the other peaks. That is shown in Fig. 2-4 

(c). The reasons are that the first formant, F\, is 

damped-oscillation and the glottal pulse is asym

metric for the zero level. So the G-peak is de

fined as the peak that is mainly affected by the 

glottal pulse characteristics in a pitch interval. 

Conclusively, we can define the G-peak as the 

first peak and do side-peak as remainings.

Fig. 2-4. The approximation analysis for voiced speech

(a) h(n) : impulse response of the approximated

vocal tract

(b) g(n) : glottal waveform

(c) s(n) : voiced speech waveform by h(n) *g(n)
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flL Detection of the GCI by G-peak

The G-peak is the first peak of signal that con

volved glottal waveform with amplitude of form

ants, The zero crossing interval (ZCI) of G-peak 

in voiced speech is longer than that of side-peaks. 

Since the first formant has some bandwidth, the 

waveform of voiced speech has damped-oscil

lation in a pitch period. Thus, the magnitude of 

the G-peak is higher than that of side-peaks.

Because speech signal is convolved with many 

formants and glottal-pulse, it is very difficult to 

detect only G-peak in the voiced speech wave

forms. Also, formants and G-peaks of speech, it is 

desirable to remove the higher formants of spee 

ch signal. To do that, the voiced speech is passed 

through the low-pass filter as following equation.

V nt
S膈)= V S(n-l) (3-1)

Where N is a bandwidth interval of the filter, be

cause cutoff frequency, It, relates to & = fs/N (or 

N = fs/fT).

To adaptively reject an effect of formants in G- 

peak detection, the cutoff frequency of LPF, h, 

must be varied in each frame. In this paper, re- 

sultly, we take cutoff frequency of the filter by 

using the properties of G-peak. Because the ZCI 

of G-peak in a pitch is longest, the detected max

imum ZCI becomes that of G-peak. Before find

ing the maximum ZCI, we must take the zero

crossing point, Zc(i), of the signals. Then, ZCI(i) 

is to subtract Zc(i) from Zc(i + 1) as follows :

Z"(Z)=Zc3+l)一乙 3). (3-2)

Where Zc(i) stands for i'th zero-crossing point 

and Zc(i + 1) for (i + l)'th. The bandwidth inter

val of the LPF is roughly estimated by the maxi

mum ZCI as follows.

N =maxN(0),乙⑴，…，乙(MT)}. (3-3)

Where M is the nmnbei of zero -crossing points of 

the waveform in a frame.

The signal passed through the filter, S'(i), is 

shown in Fig. 34(b). In this figure, the G peak in 

a pitch may be distinguished properly to the side 

peaks. Since S'(i) is asymetrical for ground, to 

remove the side-peaks, the threshold level for the 

G-peak can be taken by the maximum of side

peaks.

Hence, we decide the threshold value, LTh, for 

extracting the G-peak in the frame as follows :

LTh = I min(S'3)) I, i = 0, 1,…，L-l. (3-4)

Where L is the number of samples m one frame.

The peaks over the threshold are the G-peaks 

in the frame. Fig. 31(c) shows the detected G- 

peak. Because GCI is defined as closure instant 

of the glottis, the end point of G-peaks become 

the GCI points as shown in Fig. 31(d).

Fig. 3T. The processing of GCI detection by property 

of the G-peak

(a) speech signals

(b) waveform through the variable LPF

(c) detected G-peak (d) detected GCI
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IV. Experiment and Res나Its

I*'or the simulation, vve use the IBM-PC/486DX2 

(50) interfaced with A/D converter for mput/out- 

put of speech signals. The sampling frequency is 

8KHz and quantization level is 12bit/samples. 

The speech data composed of 5 Korean speakers' 

utterances(3 males and 2 females) and the follow

ing sentences were spoken each 5 times.

Utterance 1 :

/INSUNE KOMAGACHUNJAE SONYUNWL 

JO AH ANDA/

Utterance 2 :

/JESUNIMKESEO CHUNJICHANGJOWI 

KIOHUNWI. MALSUMHASEOSSDA/

Utterance 3 :

/SOONGSILDAEJUNGBOTONGSINKONGHAKKWA 

UMSEUNG SINHOCHURI YUNGU/

Utterance 4 :

/KAMSAHAMNIDA/

where the meaning of utterance 1 is "Insoo's young 

boy likes a genius kid”，utterance 2 is “Jesus spo

ke of the lessons of the creation of the heavens 

and the earth'', utterance 3 is “Speech signal pro

cessing team at the department of information 

and telecommunication, Soongsil University**, and 

utterance 4 is “Thank you”，spoken in Korea. The 

frame length for analysis is 256 samples provided 

conveniently to the simulation. The successive 

frames are overlapped with 128 samples.

In this paper, the speech waveforms are passed 

through the LPF that has the bandwidth of the 

filter as the maximum ZCI in a frame. We extract 

the G-peak over the threshold level that is the 

maximum of side-peak magnitude, and then de

tect the GCI from the G-peak.

We compared GCI detected in this method 

with eye-checked GCI as standard, and used the 

environment as the SNR of clean, 20dB. and OdB.

We took into account the range within 1ms be

tween eye-checked and detected GCI. Table. 4 1. 

illustrates the performance scores for each utter 

ance.

Table. 4-1. Performance score of GCI by eye-check

Utterance
Score (%)

Clean 20dB OdB

1 97.2 96.1 94.7

2 98.1 96.4 95.0

3 97.5 95.9 94.1

4 98.9 97.5 95.3

Average 97,9 96.5 94.8

V. Conclusion

It is important to exactly detect the GCI (Glot 

tai Closure Instant) in the speech signal proces

sing. The detection of GCI is applied to analyze 

the speech waveform to the pitch synchronously, 

to recognize with removing the personality of 

speakers, and to synthesize with high quality. It 

is difficult to detect the GCI for wide range of 

speakers. The problem is due to many significant 

residual pulses occuring around the GCI from 

both the input pulse and the large prediction er

ror.

In this paper, we proposed a new algorithm for 

GCI detection by using the G-peak. The speech 

waveforms are passed through the LPF of vari

able bandwidth. Then, the GCI's of voiced speech 

are detected by the G-peak based on the filtered 

signals. We took into account the range within 1 

ms between eye-checked and detected GCI. We 

have achieved the results as 97.9% in the clean 

speech, 96.5% in 20dB SNR, and 94.8% in OdB 

SNR, respectively.

We obtained the fact that the proposed method 

has the high performance score in noise environ

ment, and detected accurately the GCI for wide 

range of speakers and for all vowel signals.
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